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THE WORLD’S MOST COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION OF 
DISSERTATIONS AND THESES 
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global (PQDT Global) 
simplifies the process of searching for dissertations and theses 
by providing a single, unified access point for an extensive, 
trusted collection of 1.7 million full-text graduate works and 
3.8 million A&I records that has been designated as an official 
offsite repository for the US Library of Congress. Comprehensive 
historic and ongoing coverage from North American universities 
ensures effective and efficient results, and a multiyear program 
of partnerships with international universities and national 
associations is significantly expanding international coverage.  
Initial content partners for PQDT Global include University 
College London, London School of Economics and Political 
Science, University of Cardiff, University of Leicester, University of 
Aberdeen, University of Bath and University of Valencia. 

PQDT Global’s curated content platform with expert metadata 
reduces noise in search results so users can quickly find what 
they are looking for. Direct access to full text and the ability to 
cross-search PQDT Global with other ProQuest journal and 
ebook subscriptions advances the research process.  

PQDT Global brings together content from the world’s premier 
universities—from the Ivy League to the Russell Group. Through 
planned additions of content from the U.K. and Continental 
Europe, PQDT Global is projected to grow to more than 2 million 
full-text works and 4.3 million A&I records by 2015. This rich, 
multilingual database will add 90,000 full-text works each 
year. And, ProQuest is managing all digitization and sharing 
digital copies of the works with sponsoring universities to make 
available in their institutional repositories (IRs). 

Complete Your Collection 
Dissertations and theses complete your library collection by 
surfacing original research that can often be the only source of 
information on a given topic. 

Simplify Searching With a Single Unified Access Point for 
Dissertations and Theses  
Comprehensive historic and ongoing coverage from North 
American universities and significant and growing international 
content will ensure effective, efficient results.
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Enhance research using PQDT Global with other 
leading academic databases from ProQuest.



Access Works From Notable Institutions
Initial international content partners for PQDT Global include 
University College London, London School of Economics       
and Political Science, University of Cardiff, University of 
Leicester, University of Aberdeen, University of Bath and 
University of Valencia.

Offer Critical Support for Arts, Humanities,                    
and Social Sciences  
In disciplines where  journals are not the primary form of 
scholarly communication, dissertations offer access to significant 
primary research that is not published in any other format and 
they surface seminal ideas from notable scholars.  

Enhance Research in the Sciences 
Dissertations provide additional context for research published in 
journals or conference proceedings while surfacing hard to find 
information such as negative results.  

Add a New Dimension to Literature Reviews  
Dissertations are an important and valuable tool for literature 
reviews, with deep coverage and extensive bibliographies that 
surface sources and ideas that would otherwise be missed.

Expose Research in Depth 
Audio, video, data, survey instruments, and other types of digital 
files are included for thousands of works.

Reduce Library ILL Costs 
Reduce resources and costs to gain access to dissertations     
and theses.

MULTIMEDIA SUPPLEMENTAL FILES 
Audio, video and other types of digital files are included for 
thousands of works. By preserving the multimedia material 
together with the author’s work, PQDT Global helps enhance 
the scholarly record and allows graduate schools and students 
ensure future access to this valuable research for the academic 
community.
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Explore graduate works from authors 
such as Carl Sagan to Martin Luther 
King, Jr. to diverse topics including rock 
music influences with examples from Led 
Zeppelin and Jimi Hendrix.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
visit www.proquest.com/go/dissertations or email pqsales@proquest.com

INSTITUTIONAL PUBLISHING PARTNERSHIPS 
Publishing your institution’s dissertations with ProQuest 
is the best method of ensuring that research gains the widest 
possible dissemination among the greater academic community. 
It also enhances the international visibility and reputation of 
authors as dissertations and theses in PQDT Global are indexed 
in leading subject databases, such as Chemical Abstracts, 
Sociological Abstracts, ABI/INFORM, MLA International Bibliography, 
MathSciNet, SciFinder, ERIC, Institute of Physics (IOP), PsychINFO. 

No Fee Publishing is available for dissertations and theses 
submitted online via the free ProQuest ETD Administrator tool. 
For more information, email disspub@proquest.com.


